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Abstract: This paper analyzes the accuracy of free space path loss and matched filter gain approximated by using a passband

rectangular pulse for ultra wideband (UWB) radio systems. The example causal signal, a modulated Gaussian pulse with the

same center frequency and frequency bandwidth of the passband rectangular pulse, is used to consider the accuracy. The path

loss and matched filter gain of the modulated Gaussian pulse are simulated for the reference results. The UWB free space path

loss is shown and is compared with that obtained from simulation and Friis’ transmission formula. The UWB matched filter

gain is shown and compared with simulation results. From the results, we can see that the UWB path loss formula is more

accurate than the Friis’ transmission formula. The results from the UWB free space path loss and matched filter gain formulas

agree with the simulation. Then, these free space path loss and matched filter gain formulas approximated by using a passband

rectangular pulse are appropriate for UWB system.
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1. Introduction
Recently, ultra wideband (UWB) communications [1]-[3], are

becoming an important topic for microwave communication.

UWB is different from other radio wave (RF) technology.

Instead of using a narrow carrier frequency, UWB transmit

pulses of power in the range of ultra wide frequency spec-

trum. The Federal Communication Commission (FCC) [4],

in US specifies that UWB has a frequency spectrum rang-

ing from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz. The FCC defined UWB signal as

those which have a fractional bandwidth greater than 0.20

or a bandwidth greater than 500 MHz measured at -10 dB

points. The power density of UWB signal is considered to

be noise for other communication systems because its power

spectrum is below the noise level. The UWB receiver col-

lects the power of the received signal to rebuild the pulse.

Therefore, UWB radio technology can exist with other RF

technologies without interference. UWB radio technology is

an ideal candidate that can be utilized for commercial, short-

range, low power, low cost indoor communication systems

such as a wireless personal area network (WPAN) [5]-[7].

The Friis’ transmission formula [8] is widely used to calculate

the free space path loss for narrow band system. Complex

form Friis’ transmission formula and the use of matched fil-

ter are developed for UWB system [9]-[10]. The closed form

expressions of the UWB path loss and matched filter gain

for the free space channel are derived [11]. This paper ana-

lyzes the accuracy of free space path loss and matched filter

gain approximated by using passband rectangular pulse for

UWB-IR system. The example causal signal, a modulated

Gaussian pulse with the same center frequency and frequency

bandwidth of the passband rectangular pulse, is used to con-

sider the accuracy. The path loss and matched filter gain of

the modulated Gaussian pulse are simulated for the refer-

ence results. The UWB free space path loss is shown and

is compared with simulation and the Friis’ transmission for-

mula. The UWB matched filter gain is shown and compared

also with simulation.

2. Free Space Path Loss and Matched Filter
Gain for Ultra Wideband System

The UWB transmitted signal is set to be a passband rectan-

gular pulse. The expression of this pulse in time domain vt

and its spectral density function Vt are

vt(t) =
1

fb

�
��

fmaxsinc(2fmaxt)

−fminsinc(2fmint)

�
�� , (1)

Vt(f) =

���
�	

1
2fb

||f | − fc| ≤ fb
2

0 ||f | − fc| > fb
2

, (2)

where t is the time, f is the frequency, fc is the center fre-

quency, fb is the spectral bandwidth, fmin = fc − fb/2 is

the minimum frequency, fmax = fc + fb/2 is the maximum

frequency and sinc(x) = sin(πx)/(πx). This signal can be

approximate to be an impulse function with constant spec-

tral density from fmin to fmax Hz and the area is
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−∞
vt(t)dt = 1. (3)

For the UWB free space channel, the complex form Friis’

transmission formula is used. The transmitting (Tx) and

Receiving (Rx) antennas are considered to be the isotropic

antennas. Then, the free space transfer function Hf can be

written as

Hf(f, d) =
c

4π|f |d exp(−j2πfd/c), (4)

=
1

4π|f |t0 exp(−j2πft0),

where d is the transmitter-receiver (T-R) separation dis-

tance, c is the velocity of light and t0 = d/c is the delayed

time.

The spectral density function Vr,f and the waveform in the

time domain vr,f of the received signal can be found from

Vr,f(f,d) (5)

= Vt(f) · Hf(f, d),

=

�
1

8πfb|f|t0 exp(−j2πft0) ||f | − fc| ≤ fb
2

0 ||f | − fc| > fb
2

,

vr,f(f, d) (6)

= F−1{Vr,f(f, d)},

=

����
���

1
4πfbt0

ln
�

fmax
fmin

�
t = t0

1
4πfbt0

�
Ci(2πfmax|t − t0|)
−Ci(2πfmin|t − t0|)

	
t �= t0

,

where F−1{·} is the inverse Fourier transform operator and

Ci =

 x

∞
cos(τ)

τ
dτ is the cosine integral. This received signal

equation can be defined as the impulse response of the free

space channel.

At the receiver, the matched filter detection is introduced.

Its frequency transfer function HMF,f satisfies the following

constant noise power condition between the input and out-

put,

� fmax

fmin

|HMF,f(f, d)|2df = fb. (7)

For satisfying that condition, HMF,f is given by

HMF,f(f, d) = V ∗
r,f(f, d)

�
fb
 fmax

fmin
|Vr,f(f, d)|2df

, (8)

=

���
��

f0
|f | exp(j2πft0) ||f | − fc| ≤ fb

2

0 ||f | − fc| > fb
2

,

where f0 =
√

fminfmax.

The spectral density function VMF,f of the signal and time

domain waveform vMF,f at the matched filter output can be

written as

VMF,f = Vr,f(f, d) · HMF,f(f, d), (9)

=

���
��

f0
8πfbf2t0

||f | − fc| ≤ fb
2

0 ||f | − fc| > fb
2

,

vMF,f = F−1{VMF,f(f, d)}, (10)

=

����������������
���������������

1
4πdf0t0

t = 0

f0
4πfbdt0

�
�

cos(2πfmint)
fmin

− cos(2πfmaxt)
fmax

+2πtSi(2πfmint)

−2πtSi(2πfmaxt)

�
�����������

t �= 0

,

where Si(x) =

 x

0

sin(τ)
τ

dτ is the sine integral.

Defining the UWB free space path loss PLf as the ratio

between the maximum amplitude of the transmitted and re-

ceived signal waveforms. Therefore, the UWB free space

path loss in dB can be derived as shown below

PLf(d)[dB] = 20 log

� |vt,f(0)|
|vr,f(t0)|

�
, (11)

= 20 log

�
� 4πfbt0

ln
�

fmax
fmin

�
�
� .

The UWB matched filter gain of the free space channel GMF,f

is defined as the ratio between the maximum amplitude of

the signal waveform at the output of the matched filter and

that of the received signal waveform. It can be expressed as

GMF,f [dB] = 20 log

�
vMF,f(0)

vr,f(t0)

�
, (12)

= 20 log

�
� fb

f0 ln
�

fmax
fmin

�
�
� .

For the arbitrary causal signal s(t), the free space path loss

expressions is multiplied by the maximum amplitude Am of

the filtered signal waveform with spectrum ranging from fmin

to fmax. It can be calculated by using

Am (13)

= max

����
� −fmin

−fmax

S(f)ej2πftdf +

� fmax

fmin

S(f)ej2πftdf

���� ,
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Fig. 1. Passband rectangular signal waveform.

where S(f) = F{s(t)} and F{·} is the Fourier transform

operator.

Then, the free space path loss for an arbitrary causal signal

can be written as

PLf(d)[dB] = 20 log

�
�4πfbt0Am

ln
�

fmax
fmin

�
�
� . (14)

3. Accurate Analysis
For accurate analysis, the passband rectangular pulse is set

in the full UWB spectrum bandwidth. Figure 1 shows the

passband rectangular waveform. The center frequency is

fc = 6.85 GHz. The frequency bandwidth is fb = 7.5

GHz. Then, the minimum and maximum frequencies are

fmin = 3.1 GHz and fmax = 10.6 GHz, respectively. The

example causal signal, a modulated Gaussian pulse, is used

to consider the accuracy.

To satisfy the carrier frequency and frequency bandwidth

requirements, the carrier frequency is set to be fc. The am-

plitude is decayed to 1/e when the time t = ±1/fb. The

expression of this modulated Gaussian pulse is

s(t) = e−(fbt)2 cos(2πfct). (15)

The modulated Gaussian pulse is shown in Fig. 2. This pulse

is filtered with passband frequency ranging from 3.1 GHz to

10.6 GHz for considering the Am. The filtered pulses are

shown in Fig. 3. From the figure, we can see that the Am

equals to 0.67.

For accurate analysis, the path loss and matched filter gain of

the modulated Gaussian pulse are simulated for the reference

results. The UWB free space path loss and Friis’ transmis-

sion formulas are calculated. Figure 4 shows the UWB Path

loss of the free space channel compared with simulation by

using the modulated Gaussian pulse and Friis’ transmission
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Fig. 2. Modulated Gaussian signal waveform.
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Fig. 3. Filtered signal waveform.

formula. From the figure we can see that the UWB free space

path loss approximated by using the passband rectangular

pulse is more accurate than the Friis’ transmission formula.

The Friis’ transmission formula has different average value

from the simulation of about 4.12 dB while the UWB path

loss formula has average error of only 0.06 dB. The impor-

tant notice is that the UWB path loss is less than the narrow

band path loss obtained from the Friis’ transmission formula.

The UWB free space matched filter gain obtained from sim-

ulation and matched filter gain formula is listed in Table 1.

The result from the matched filter gain formula is less than

the simulation by only 0.03 dB.

Table 1. UWB free space matched filter gain obtained from

simulation and matched filter gain formula.

Method Matched filter gain [dB]

Simulation 0.57

Matched filter gain formula 0.54
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Fig. 4. UWB Path loss of the free space channel compared

with simulation by using modulated Gaussian pulse and

Friis’ transmission formula.

4. Conclusion

This paper analyzes the accuracy of free space path loss and

matched filter gain approximated by using a passband rect-

angular pulse for UWB systems. From the results, we can

see that the UWB path loss formula is more accurate than

the Friis’ transmission formula. The results from the UWB

free space path loss and matched filter gain formulas agree

with the simulation. Then, these free space path loss and

matched filter gain formulas approximated by using a pass-

band rectangular pulse are appropriate for UWB systems.
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